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Anonymous: Securing Device Mechanism for Objects in a Vehicle

Securing Device Mechanism for Objects in a
Vehicle
Problem statement
When users carry objects in the rear part of the car cabin, which has reclining/folding seats
mechanisms, a need to secure loose items exists. With current rear seat designs, the loose items
may shift during movement of the vehicle.

Solution / Feature Proposal
This proposal consists of a securing device mechanism that can be adapted to different clamping
tools based on user’s needs (Fig. 1). The mechanism could be placed behind all vehicles with
reclining seats (seat cushion is the mobile part) or folding seats (back cushion is the mobile part). To
avoid the rear seat moving down at reclining seats cases, a retainer needs to be added to the seat
structure (Fig 2, green circles).

a)
b)
c)
Figure 1. a) Securing device mechanism with a clamping tool; b) Securing device mechanism; c) Clamping tools
variations

The securing device mechanism is mounted in strategic locations (Fig. 2) in the seat to hold different
objects such as bicycles, tools, market bags or baskets. These offer extra support for carrying
objects when the seat is reclined/folded. The mechanisms will be in the rear seat structure and will
be attached to the structure using a square support (Fig. 3 red support) with two screws and nuts
(Fig. 3 blue attachments).

a)

a)

b)
Figure 2. Securing device locations at seat: a) Reclining seat; b) Folding seats

b)
Figure 3. Securing device attachment system: a) Lateral view; b) Front view
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The mechanism is activated manually by pulling the inside plunger which is extended (Fig. 4).
Interior balls (push-pin mechanism) work as security switch to ensure its position. If the mechanism
is not used, it is pushed easily to the initial position.

b)
Figure 4. Functional scheme: a) Pull position; b) Push position

a)

The clamping tools are assembled to the sliding mechanism via the plunger head, which has a slot
to insert and turn the head clamp 90° and latch them (Fig. 5).

a)

b)
Figure 5 Clamp tool assembly: a) Latch geometry; b) Latch movement

The securing device mechanism was analyzed using CAE tools and the design meets structural
requirements based on the objects that could be supported/transported.

How it works? Examples
Different objects (bicycles, pet carriers, TVs, etc.) could be supported/transported by using the
multiple types of clamping tools shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, also a rope (blue lines in figures) could
be used across to support objects.

Figure 6. Reclining seats use examples

Figure 7. Folding seats use examples
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